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A breath-taking space exploration experience in Virtual Reality

Compatible with HTC Vive, Oculus CV1 and DK2.

Discovering Space 2 is all about exploration. There’s no action, shooting or explosions, just sightseeing, discovery and relaxation
on an epic scale.

Calming, wondrous and adventurous.

Take control of your ship, or follow a tour, and immerse yourself in a journey through the Solar System.

Feel the awesomeness and remoteness of deep space.

Experience the mood and atmosphere of worlds far away from home.

Explore at your own pace, and learn about what you see.

Come back with a new sense of amazement of what is out there.
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Built from the ground up for VR, you have a small space ship and the entire Solar System to explore.

The end result is an experience that conveys the scale, awe and feeling of planetary exploration, in a fully immersive way. You
really feel like you are there, and it is at times breath-taking. You can travel vast distances, view the planets (and their moons)

from afar, execute some close fly-bys and plunge through their atmosphere down to the surface. Along the way you can listen to
on-board commentary that adjusts its content depending on whether you take your time, or just dive straight in.

Key Features

Vast expanse of the Solar System to explore.

Easy to use tour mode.

Easy to use flight controls and navigation.

Seamless and continuous travel from deep space down to the planetary surfaces.

Planets modelled to true scale.

Planets rendered using custom shaders that go beyond simple texture mapping.

Procedurally generated terrain and procedural and multi-layered textures to enhance the planet surfaces.

Planetary atmospheres enclothe the planets, providing striking sunrise and sunset vistas and re-entry effects.

Simple navigation system allows you to easily fly to your desired target destination.

Jump gates / hyperspace to allow quick jump to distant systems.

Near speed of light effects – Red shift, view contraction and “headlight”

Capture your view with in-game snapshots at the touch of a button.

Fly your ship with either an xbox / gamepad style controller, or "use the force" with HTC Vive wands.

Note: Oculus touch controller not yet fully supported
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Title: Discovering Space 2
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Discovering VR
Publisher:
Discovering VR
Release Date: 10 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5-3570

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 660 Ti* - Nvidia GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

Additional Notes: *minimum performance for DK2. Xbox / gamepad controller recommended.

English
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if you liked the flash game this one is 10x better. If you're a fan of the OK KO television show, I would recommend buying this
game. It captures the essence of the series perfectly through its writing and use of the original voice talent. The story is very
much of the show, by the game's end you'll feel like you just marathoned about a dozen episodes of the TV series. To this end,
the game feels incredibly suited to its attatched IP and feels like the devs actually cared about trying to emulate the charm of the
source material. The original artstyle (whilst not to everyones taste) does help set the game apart from the series helping it to
feel unique, whilst still utilising enough stylistic cues from the show to keep things consistent.

 The gameplay is straightforward and simplistic, but not neccessarily repetitive as KO learns new fighting moves as you progress
through the story. The fighting isn't as involved as something like Street Fighter or Primal Rage its more along the lines of the
original Double Dragon or Streets of Rage, there's no overly complex button combos to be found here, I'd say its perfect for
younger players or those who want a game that won't require them to constantly refer to movelists as they play. The standard
fight sequences feature a variety of robots created by the evil Boxmore company. These robots have their own unique moves
and personalities and allow the standard battles to remain interesting throughout the whole game. The boss battles are quite nice
too and serve to add another layer of variety to the game, each boss typically has a set pattern and uses at least one move that can
be used against them, requiring some basic problem solving to defeat each boss rather than just punching and kicking them until
they're defeated. During battle you utilise POW cards to summon other members of the main cast to fight alongside you for a
brief moment during battle. You acquire these cards through the vending machine in Gar's Bodega, money to buy said cards is
earned through doing jobs for Mr. Gar, selling spare cards to KO's friend Dendy and you'll get a one time sum of money from
Carol, KO's mother.

Outside of the fighting segments you'll be wandering around the overworld, Lakewood Plaza Turbo. This overworld is a small
shopping district, with a few stores you can enter. From an overhead view this location actually looks rather small but Capybara
have done a great job making the plaza feel larger than life. The transitions between areas are smooth and the camera pans
between one side of a stage and the other are quite nice too, making individual stores seem larger than they are, instead of just
having a fixed camera displaying the entire area you're currently in. The overworld essentially serves as a hub for the player to
interact with NPCs in order to trigger story events, sidequests and partake in battles with enemy robots.

The soundtrack to this game is absolutely great, without it I feel the game would actually suffer greatly. The soundtrack does a
perfect job of providing a mix between ambience and excitement. Songs that play when specific characters are talking to KO
directly in a cutscene are also suitably grandiose and suit each characters personality. I would highly recommend getting the
soundtrack when purchasing this game.

There are only a few negatives I can think of with this game. Firstly, its just a bit too short. If you blitz through the story (as I've
seen some players do) it'll be over in a couple of hours. The story seems to cut itself rather short for no real reason. Its not as if
the basic story elements aren't there, there's a begining, a middle and a conclusion, but it just feels like the main segment of the
game could have been slightly longer.
The game sadly suffers from a lack of locations outside the plaza. This is sad as even though Lakewood Plaza is the main setting
of the show, there are plenty of other places that have been shown in the TV series. You visit Boxmore only a few times and the
interior of the Pow Card factory is visited just one time I belieive, the devs really could have allowed us to visit a few more
places. The surrounding suburbs, the rest of the POW factory, K.O.'s house, the danger zone. Any of those locations could have
easily been worked into the game, its sad not to see them in there.
The NPC's have a distinct lack of flavour text, for the most part when attempting to strike up conversation you'll get a response
along the lines of 'Have you got my POW card yet?' or 'I wonder how powerful my powie zowie will be'.
Levelling up KO feels ever so slightly arbitrary, but only in the sense that the game's levelling system is only introduced to you
about 1\/4 into the story and so feels like all the work you did until that point didn't really count towards accomplishing too
much.
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Other than the negatives listed here, I would still heartily recommend this game. Doubly so if you're a fan of the TV series. Also
worth bearing in mind is that this game is a licensed title, even though OK KO has been greenlit for a second series that might
start airing later this year, who knows how long this game will stick around for.. Lol funny game. Best training game to find
objects that were hidden yet. I found my keys, my tv remote, and Jesus all within five minutes after beating this game. I'm
hoping to soon find a real life friend that isn't imaginary so I don't have to keep playing video games alone!
Thanks, Angelica Weaver! You truely are magic.. Great spacial puzzle. Does a really good job of introducing a new concept,
letting you practice it, then combining that concept with previous ones. Worth at least a couple hours of fun and doesn't overstay
its welcome.. When a person like me pulls out a text based game, they are looking for an adventure where the world and story is
interesting, decisions are impactual, good decisions and insight are rewarded, and there is freedom of choice to make your
character into whatever they may become.

Before I get into specifics, here's the short rundown of my thoughts. The choices feel constrained as you need to choose a role
and stick to it, this is bad. The hero feels like a buttmonkey, getting the short end of every stick regardless of your choices. This
producer has better text based games, so don't get this one. Why they chose the Heroes Rise, one of their earliest works, to put
on steam over their better products, I don't know. Check out their site, choose a different game.

The Hero Project has a nice world, if not a tad overused (superhero metropolis city). The story however, is lacklustre, in my
opinion worse than that of The Prodigy, this game's predecessor. I won't go into more detail than that.

Like it's predecessor, the decisions do not feel impactual or rewarding beyond juggling you're alignment "meters" of
loyal/soloist, popular/underdog and the like. Unlike the previous game however, this game makes your choices seem
constrained, telling you what kind of decisions you SHOULD make, and even MUST make in situations where it may not make
sense. Having your options limited to "insult him", or "insult him in different words", when I felt no desire to do so, or having
the game tell me, next time be more "Justice" hit my enjoyment of the game pretty hard.

In addition, the low level of detail in descriptions, and the lack of impactual additional reading meant that I was not invested in
finding out more about the world. The way the game played out saw me caring less and less about what happened, a deadly
feeling to any story based game.

On the positive side, depending on the roles you choose, there are a ton of different endings. This game is pretty long for a text
based game, and there are some wacky decisions you can make that work in the game's framework.

Even so,
I recommend getting a different, better text based game.. I remember Bush when I was growing up in the 90's and this song pack
did bring back some nice memories but on to the song pack itself....
This is only for the rhythm parts as I don't tend to play the lead...
The songs are pretty basic when it comes to playing, not really much jumping around and throwing your tv out of your top floor
window which was a bit of a let down but that's not to say it's not any good.
If you are struggling with bar chords though then you should definitely get this pack as I found it has improved my skill using
them, they have always been a weak spot of mine and this song pack makes you use them alot and in a flowing movement up
and down the fret board.

So in conclusion the song pack isn't the most exciting pack you can play on Rocksmith but it will get you better at bar chords.

7\/10. This game needs so much more love and attention than it gets. It's honestly one of the best point and click games I've ever
played. Everything about it- the story, characters, atmosphere, puzzled design, humor- hits on exactly all the right notes for me.
I'd even go so far as to say it's better than Monkey Island (don't hate me).
It's really a shame it's so obscure as I'd love to see a sequel.
9/10
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Beat the game in twelve minutes. You answer a few multiple-choice questions, watch some crappy cutscenes that are always the
same regardless of your answers, and walk through a few horribly rendered empty rooms where nothing happens.

In short: this is not a game. Do not buy.. awesome game got me hooked :D. Both the F1 and the toureg are pretty nice, the
Toureg is awesome in raid spec, and the F1 sounds \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing sweet :)

I do have to add, if you dont like any of these cars, there is no reason to buy the bundle(For except the F1 sound). Totally worth
it. I loved this game's soundtrack and have been waiting for a DLC to buy it for so long. The muisic reminds me of all the things
from milestone:one and maks me teary every once and a while....
Can't wait for Volume 2 :). Simple but fun game; short single-player. Tons of potential but not realized. Single-player is
frustrating when your AIs do dumb things. Is a lot more fun multiplayer (co-op and versus). Downvote mainly for poor single-
player.. Recomendado. Excelente.. The FOF series has been one of my favorites since it first came out in 1998 and FOF7 is by
far the best of the series. Sure, there aren't any fancy graphics, but what beats in the heart of this game is the most realistic
football simulator ever created. Believe me, I've looked. So if you're tired of simulating games of Madden where the AI gives
your star RB only 3 carries and the final score is 15-6, this is the game for you.. Good,

Need more upgrade options, for example:

level system to every class.

level 1 soldier can be totally different with a level 50 soldier, except damage, also including attack range, radius of damge, rate
of fire increases.

and new active skills \/ passive skills \/ perks in the way with level up.

Also need a loot system of weapons and equipments.

-

Also adding an option selection that can let player choose to let the alien corpses and their blood remaining on the ground, not
just disappeared.

-

add a windowed mode and resolution options.

add 2 x speed button as an optiont that can choose; introducing the conception of armor( instead of just hitpoints ).
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